This study evaluates model-simulated dust aerosols over North Africa and the North Atlantic from five global models that participated in the Aerosol Comparison between Observations and Models phase II model experiments. The model results are compared with satellite aerosol optical depth (AOD) data from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), and Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor, dust optical depth (DOD) derived from MODIS and MISR, AOD and coarse-mode AOD (as a proxy of DOD) from ground-based Aerosol Robotic Network Sun photometer measurements, and dust vertical distributions/centroid height from Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization and Atmospheric Infrared Sounder satellite AOD retrievals. We examine the following quantities of AOD and DOD: (1) the magnitudes over land and over ocean in our study domain, (2) the longitudinal gradient from the dust source region over North Africa to the western North Atlantic, (3) seasonal variations at different locations, and (4) the dust vertical profile shape and the AOD centroid height (altitude above or below which half of the AOD is located). The different satellite data show consistent features in most of these aspects; however, the models display large diversity in all of them, with significant differences among the models and between models and observations. By examining dust emission, removal, and mass extinction efficiency in the five models, we also find remarkable differences among the models that all contribute to the discrepancies of model-simulated dust amount and distribution. This study highlights the challenges in simulating the dust physical and optical processes, even in the best known dust environment, and stresses the need for observable quantities to constrain the model processes.
Introduction
Dust contributes about 70% of global aerosol mass and one quarter of the total aerosol optical depth in midvisible wavelengths [e.g., Kinne et al., 2006] . Dust plays an important role in global climate by interacting with solar and terrestrial radiation, altering cloud amount and radiative properties [Haywood et al., 2003; Forster et al., 2007; Evan et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2011] , and fertilizing land and ocean, and hence modulating carbon uptake [Jickells et al., 2005; Maher et al., 2010] . The impact of dust can go well dust processes are often parameterized with a suite of simplifications [e.g., Tegen and Fung, 1995; Guelle, et al., 2000; Ginoux et al., 2001; Zender et al., 2003; Nowottnick et al., 2010; Huneeus et al., 2011; Ridley et al., 2012] . For example, evaluation of multiple global models participating in the Aerosol Comparison between Observations and Models (AeroCom) phase I experiments showed large discrepancies in dust emissions, horizontal and vertical distribution, transported particle size, deposition, and lifetimes among models or between models and observations [Textor et al., 2006; Huneeus et al., 2011; Koffi et al., 2012; Prospero et al., 2010] . Although most models were able to reproduce the transatlantic dust transport pattern, they differ in magnitude and seasonality, and in general, models perform better in summer than in winter over the Atlantic [Huneeus et al., 2011] . Comparisons of aerosol vertical distributions of AeroCom I models with satellite observations from the Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) revealed inconsistencies, i.e., aerosol effective height from the models was generally lower over North African source regions but higher over the Atlantic than that from CALIOP observations [Koffi et al., 2012] . A previous study also found large differences in dry and wet deposition of dust between the AeroCom I models and measurements over Florida .
Complementary to the previous studies, this study examines the performance of models that participated in the Hindcast experiment in the second phase of the AeroCom study (AeroCom II). We focus on the AeroCom II model simulations of the North African dust and its transatlantic transport from 2000 to 2005, evaluate the simulated dust amounts, spatial distributions, and seasonal and interannual variability using satellite and ground-based remote sensing data, and examine several key physical and optical parameters among the models that may help diagnose model behavior. The main objective of this paper is to assess the model simulations of dust in the best known dust environment.
In section 2, we briefly describe the AeroCom phase II Hindcast model simulations and the satellite-and groundbased remote sensing measurements. In section 3, we compare the observed and modeled total aerosol and dust aerosol optical depths, including their longitudinal gradients, multiyear variations, and vertical distributions. We then investigate the differences among the models by examining several physical and optical properties in dust simulations in section 4. Discussion and summary are presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Models and Data

AeroCom Models
The AeroCom initiative is an internationally coordinated effort to advance the understanding of atmospheric aerosols and their environmental impacts through organized multimodel experiments and to document and diagnose differences among models and between models and observations (http://aerocom.met.no). Built upon the success of Phase I activities [Textor et al., 2006; Kinne et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2006] , AeroCom phase II experiments and activities were designed to further quantify and reduce the uncertainty in aerosol climate forcing estimates. In this study, we use global aerosol models in the AeroCom phase II Hindcast experiments that produced multiyear simulations from 1980 to the 2000s. Five models that submitted dust diagnostics were selected for this study, with dust simulation characteristics summarized in Table 1 . We analyze the results over the time period of 2000-2005, due to the availability of both validation data and multiple model output. Takemura et al. [2000, 2005] We compare several monthly mean fields from the model output, namely the total aerosol optical depth (AOD), dust optical depth (DOD), dust mass loading (LOAD), emission (EMI), dry deposition (DRY), wet deposition (WET), and total precipitation. In addition, we analyze several physical and optical properties derived from the standard monthly outputs to sort out potential reasons for the model-model and modelobservation differences.
The model setup and configurations are model dependent, with a horizontal resolution from 1.1°to 2.8°. The input meteorology fields that drive dust emissions and transport are taken from three reanalysis products, namely, NCEP (used by GISS-ModelE, hereafter GISS, and SPRINTARS), ECMWF (used by ECHAM5-HAMMOZ, hereafter ECHAM5, and HadGEM2), and GEOS4 (used by GOCART). Some models use 10 m wind for dust mobilization parameterization (GOCART, GISS, and SPRINTARS), whereas others use friction velocity (u * ). The models also differ in dry and wet deposition parameterizations and source locations, but they all consider sedimentation and turbulence in the dry deposition scheme, as well as rainout (in-cloud) and washout (below-cloud) by convective and large-scale precipitation in the wet deposition scheme. Although dust density values are similar among the models, the number and range of dust size groups are quite different, from two modes with size range of 0.05-0.5 μm (radius) in ECHAM5 to six bins with size range of 0.03-31.6 μm (radius) in HadGEM2 (Table 1 ). The size differences will affect dust emission mass, transport, deposition, and loading, as well as the average extinction efficiency in different models [Zhao et al., 2010 [Zhao et al., , 2013 Mahowald et al., 2013] .
Although AOD and DOD from remote sensing products used in this study are limited to clear-sky scenes Levy et al., 2010] , model outputs are only available for all-sky conditions except the GISS model, which provides values for both all-sky (GISS_AS, AOD_AS and DOD_AS) and clear-sky conditions (GISS_CS, AOD_CS and DOD_CS); both are used in this study. Although the clear-sky results are more appropriate for comparisons with satellite observations, the all-sky results are used for intermodel comparisons because most models do not have the clear-sky-only results. Note that heterogeneous chemistry (i.e., condensation of sulfate and nitrate on dust surfaces) in the GISS model will affect wet deposition, as coated dust particles are more soluble [Bauer and Koch, 2005] . However, the mixing state does not affect to the optical calculation [Bauer et al., 2007] . The ECHAM5 model considers four soluble modal size bins as internal mixtures of aerosol components and three insoluble modal size bins, an internal mixture of organic carbon and black carbon in the Aitken mode, and externally mixed dust particles in the accumulation and coarse modes (M7, Vignati et al. [2004] ). ECHAM5 calculates AOD for each mode using the volume-weighted average of the refractive indices of the different aerosol components, including the diagnosed aerosol water [Stier et al., 2005] . Thus, in ECHAM5 only an approximation of DOD can be calculated as the sum of the AOD of two externally mixed dust modes and the dust volume-weighted AOD of two internally mixed modes where dust is present. This approach may cause additional differences between ECHAM5 and other models in the intermodel comparison.
Remote Sensing Data
Several observational data sets (listed in Table 2 ) are used to evaluate the model simulations. Seasonal and spatial distributions of AOD are taken from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra satellite (collection 5.1) [Hsu et al., 2006; Levy et al., 2010] , the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) , and the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) Hsu et al., 2012] . The MODIS deep-blue AOD retrieved over bright deserts [Hsu et al., 2004] is Dubovik et al. [2000] used to fill the gaps in the "standard" MODIS dark target retrievals [Levy et al., 2010] . In addition to total AOD, we also use dust optical depth (DOD) over ocean derived from the MODIS and MISR retrievals of AOD and particle properties (e.g., size and shape). MODIS AOD over ocean and fine-mode fraction (f) measurements have been used to empirically separate AOD of dust (du) from that of combustion or anthropogenic (an, as referred to in some studies) and marine (ma) aerosol in a self-consistent way [Kaufman et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2009] . Given that τ = τ ma + τ du + τ an and f = [f ma τ ma + f du τ du + f an τ an ]/τ, DOD (τ du ) is derived from MODIS Collection 5.1 data using representative values for f ma , f du , f an , and τ ma derived specifically for the transatlantic dust transport from North Africa [Yu et al., 2009] . For MISR we use the nonspherical AOD fraction (i.e., ns-AOD) as equivalent to DOD [Kalashnikova and Kahn, 2006; Kahn et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2013] . DOD retrieval is available only over ocean for MODIS and is generally of higher quality over ocean for MISR, due to the large uncertainties of the required parameters over land.
To evaluate the vertical distribution of dust, we use the dust aerosol extinction profiles from CALIOP, archived in the AeroCom data server. The CALIOP product is the gridded monthly global data with 1°× 1°horizontal resolution and 100 m vertical resolution [Koffi et al., 2012] . It includes mean extinction profiles of total and dust aerosol as derived from CALIOP Layer v3.01 data. Dust has been identified using the threshold volume depolarization ratio (>0.06), following previous studies [Liu et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2010] . Like Koffi et al. [2012] , we only use nighttime CALIOP extinction profiles, due to their better data quality and availability. Koffi et al. [2012] showed their 2007-2009 CALIOP-gridded product to provide consistent mean regional and seasonal patterns of the aerosol vertical distribution over North Africa and over the Atlantic, together with a low interannual variability. The uncertainty of AOD of CALIOP is less than 10% of the MODIS AOD over the Atlantic. The CALIOP aerosol extinction vertical profiles are 0.003 km À1 (~20%) and 0.15 km À1 (∼50%) higher than High Spectral Resolution Lidar measurements over U.S. and Gulf of Mexico, respectively [Omar et al., 2009] . We use dust AOD centroid height from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) nighttime measurements over ocean [Peyridieu et al., 2010 [Peyridieu et al., , 2013 . Here the AOD centroid height is defined as the altitude above or below which half the totalcolumn AOD is located. The AIRS senses atmospheric aerosols with a thermal infrared channel at 10 μm wavelength, in the atmospheric window, which is most sensitive to dust aerosol. All satellite remote sensing data have been extensively validated against surface-based Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) measurements over various time and regions (see references in Table 2 for detailed validation result of the satellite AOD).
We also use total AOD and coarse-mode AOD (Version 2, Level 1.5 and 2) from ground-based Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [Holben et al., 1998 ] sites located within the study domain to evaluate both satellite measurements and model simulations. There are eight AERONET sites in the study region, including three inland sites (Agoufou, Banizoumbou, and Ouagadougou) in North Africa, two coastal sites (Dahkla and Dakar) in the western part of North Africa, two island sites (Cape Verde and La Parguera) in the North Atlantic, and one coastal site in South America (Surinam) (see Figure 5 for latitude and longitude coordinates of these sites). The ground-based observations over dust source regions and the transatlantic transport route can offer important insights into the evolution of North African dust on the intercontinental scale. In particular, La Parguera, situated in the Caribbean Sea, is about 4000 km downwind of Cape Verde near the African coast, providing a benchmark for characterizing the Saharan dust transatlantic transport at a receptor location.
All the model-data comparisons are performed on either a monthly, seasonal, or multiyear average basis, i.e., without matching satellite overpass time and AERONET sampling time or considering missing data on some days. This approach might introduce some artifacts in the observed differences between model and data, but, given the large amount of available data, over a 6 year time span, it should not affect our statistics and conclusions. The AOD decreases by a factor of 2~3 from the coast of North Africa westward to the Caribbean Sea, presumably because of dry and wet removal during transport, along with some horizontal dilution. The satellites agree with AERONET AOD to within 20-40% at most locations despite differences in spatial and temporal sampling. However, the multiyear mean AODs from the models differ considerably, by ranging from 0.13 (SPRINTARS) to 0.36 (GISS_AS) over the domain, 0.18 (SPRINTARS) to 0.55 (GISS_AS) over land, and 0.10 (SPRINTARS) to 0.24 (GISS_AS, ECHAM5) over ocean. As shown in Table 3 , GOCART and GISS_CS better capture the magnitude of satellite-retrieved AOD over both land and ocean than other models do, although the land-ocean gradient from GOCART is too strong (we discuss the longitudinal gradient in next section). AOD from SPRINTARS and HadGEM2 are considerably lower than the satellite products over both land and ocean, whereas ECHAM5 AOD is higher over ocean but lower over land compared to the satellite observations. Similar to AOD, the mean distributions of satellite-derived DOD from MODIS and MISR agree reasonably well, with OCEAN average values of 0.12 and 0.10, respectively ( Figure 2 ). The satellite-derived annual mean DODs are about half the corresponding AODs on average, suggesting that nondust aerosols contribute about 50% to AOD on annual and domain basis over the North Atlantic. The AERONET coarse-mode AOD values at Cape Verde and La Parguera are about 0.05 and 0.1 higher than the corresponding DOD values from MODIS and MISR, respectively, but especially at La Parguera, coarsemode sea salt can contribute to the AERONET value. The distribution patterns of modeled DOD are similar to their AODs, i.e., high DOD values over land and rapid decreases off the coast. Again, there is a large diversity among the models in simulated DOD. The multiyear domain-averaged DOD from the models falls within the range of 0.04 (HadGEM2) to 0.17 (GOCART), i.e., differing by a factor of~4, which is almost twice as large as the range of AOD. The model-calculated mean DOD over ocean ranges from 0.03 to 0.09, consistently smaller than the satellite-derived DOD over ocean (0.10-0.12). Similar to the satellites, DODs from all models are lower than the coarse-mode AOD from AERONET at La Parguera by 0.08-0.1. The clear-sky AOD (i.e., AOD_CS) from GISS shows a somewhat different distribution pattern and magnitude than the all-sky values (i.e., AOD_AS) ( Figure 1) . The AOD_CS is about 25% and 29% lower than the AOD_AS over ocean and land, respectively, yielding closer agreement with the satellite retrievals, that are also under clear-sky conditions only. The large difference in AOD_AS and AOD_CS is caused by the higher relative humidity (RH) in all-sky that makes hydrophilic aerosol particles, such as sea spray, ammonium sulfate and nitrate, and organic aerosols, grow larger in size and become more efficient in light extinction. As expected, DOD_CS from GISS is very close to DOD_AS throughout the domain, because dust aerosols are assumed to be hydrophobic, so RH has little effect on the extinction efficiency.
Mean AOD and DOD
Longitudinal Gradient
As we showed in the previous section and Figures 1 and 2 , the longitudinal gradients of AOD and DOD across the North Atlantic from east to west are too strong for some models. To further quantify the difference, the mean AODs from satellites and models, averaged in 5°longitude intervals between 0°and 35°N, are plotted in Figure 3 (top). The satellite AODs from MODIS, MISR, and SeaWiFS show similar magnitudes and longitudinal gradients across the domain, with a maximum value of about 0.4 between 0°and 10°E inland, and gradually decreasing across the Northern Atlantic, reaching a minimum value of about 0.15 at 60°W-65°W. The models, however, show a large diversity. GOCART captures the locations of observed AOD maximum and minimum, but it overestimates the maximum and underestimates the minimum values by 0.1 (or 25% and 100%, respectively), suggesting that the dust emission is probably too high and removal rates during transport may be too strong. GISS_CS simulates a peak AOD that is about 25% higher and shifted about 10°eastward compared to observation, but it captures the AOD gradient across the ocean. In contrast, AODs from the remaining three models, SPRINTARS, ECHAM5, and HadGEM2, are only about half the observed values east of 10°E and show much weaker land-ocean gradients. In particular, ECHAM5 displays a peak AOD near the coast and overestimates AOD over ocean by 50%, despite the low value over land.
A similar pattern is shown in the satellite-derived DOD from MODIS and MISR data over ocean (Figure 3 (middle) ). DOD from MODIS is consistently higher than MISR by about 0.01-0.02, resulting in a DOD fraction (f DOD, Figure 3 (bottom)) from MODIS that is higher than that from MISR by 0.1-0.2. Although the GOCART and GISS models agree with satellite-derived DOD within 25% in the coastal area (~20°W), SPRINTARS, ECHAM5, and HadGEM2 are Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2013JD021099 factors of 2-5 lower at the same location. Similar to the AOD case, GOCART has a stronger but HadGEM2 has a weaker DOD gradient across the ocean than the satellite data. Unlike AOD, all the models substantially underestimate DOD west of 50°W. The satellite-derived DOD fraction, f DOD , shows a 0.1-0.15 decrease from east to west of the North Atlantic, in contrast to the much larger decrease in the models, for example, a 0.5-0.6 f DOD drop in GOCART and SPRINTARS and nearly 0.7 in GISS_CS. Note, however, that some cirrus contamination in the satellite-derived dust fraction over ocean might contribute to the reported DOD [e.g., Pierce et al., 2010] , though this is unlikely to account for the entire discrepancy. Over land, the model-simulated highest f DOD ranges from 0.4 (HadGEM2) to 0.8 (GOCART), with corresponding DOD values of <0.1 to >0.4, respectively (and no satellite DOD available over land for comparison).
The magnitude and the east-to-west gradient of the clear-sky AOD in the GISS model are different than the all-sky values (Figure 3) . The magnitude of clear-sky AOD better agrees with the satellite observations over both land and ocean. The value of f DOD under clear-sky conditions is larger than that under all-sky conditions. Furthermore, this difference is larger in the eastern Atlantic (~0.2 on 30°W) than the western Atlantic (~0.05 on 60°W). Over land, the value of f DOD under clear-sky conditions is 0.2-0.3 larger than that for all-sky conditions. Note that the other models only calculate AOD in all-sky conditions. The clear-sky AOD is expected to be lower and the f DOD higher, as shown by the examples in the GISS model, which could either improve or degrade the agreement with satellite AOD and f DOD , depending on models and locations.
Overall, satellite data show a 50% decrease of both AOD and DOD and a 0.1-0.2 decrease of f DOD across the Atlantic Ocean. Most models have a stronger east-west DOD gradient, with a faster decrease of f DOD from the west coast of North Africa to the western North Atlantic by 0.3-0.6, suggesting too efficient dust removal in the models during the transatlantic transport.
Seasonal Cycle and Interannual Variability
The seasonality of multiyear and regional mean AOD and DOD are examined for the ocean (90°W-17°W; 0-35°N) and land (17°W-30°E; 0-35°N), as shown in Figure 4 . The three satellite data show similar seasonal variations over the OCEAN domain, with high AOD in July and low AOD between October and January. MISR AOD is consistently the highest and SeaWiFS AOD is consistently the lowest over ocean. The MISR-SeaWiFS difference is about 0.05. Over the LAND domain, satellite data indicate that high AOD (0.35-0.5) occurs between March and August and low AOD (0.2-0.3) between October and January. There are two AOD maxima in the annual cycle from the satellite data, one in March and the other one in summer, but the timing of the summer maximum is different among the satellite data, as MODIS and SeaWiFS peak in June and MISR peaks in August; this could be related at least in part to differences in sampling, as MODIS and SeaWiFS are wide-swath instruments, whereas MISR's narrower swath observes a given location about 3-4 times less frequently. The largest difference among the satellite AOD values is in May-July when the MODIS AOD is the highest and SeaWiFS is lowest, with a difference of 0.1-0.12. The amplitude of seasonal variation (difference of the highest and lowest AOD) from the satellites is~0.1 over OCEAN and~0.3 over LAND. Although MODIS DOD is slightly larger than MISR DOD (by 0.02-0.04) between January and May over OCEAN, the seasonal patterns of the MODIS and MISR DOD over OCEAN have similar phase, with a maximum of 0.15 in July and a low of 0.06-0.1 in winter months. The standard deviation bars in the figure indicate stronger interannual AOD variation in spring than in other seasons. In comparison, model simulations show substantial intermodel diversity of seasonal variations. First, the range of AODs between models is >0.2 over OCEAN and >0.4 over LAND throughout the year. Although GOCART, HadGEM2, and SPRINTARS simulate a summer maximum AOD over OCEAN, GISS_AS, GISS_CS, and ECHAM5 show an AOD peak in February-March. This may in part be attributed to too much biomass burning aerosols in GISS and ECHAM5, which peak in winter/spring in Northern Africa; however, the DOD from these two models also shows a spring peak (Figure 4 (bottom, left) ). The models, except GISS_AS, generate higher AOD between March and August over LAND but with different peak months. The models also display stronger interannual variation than the satellites.
There are also differences in DOD seasonal variability between model and observation and also among the models themselves. Over OCEAN, DODs from GOCART, SPRINTARS, and HadGEM2 show a summer maximum, consistent with the observations, whereas the GISS and ECHAM5 models show a maximum in spring. Over land, DOD is not available from observations, and models show disparities in the seasonality. Whereas GISS, SPRINTARS, and HadGEM2 DODs peak in March, GOCART and ECHAM5 DODs peak in May. GOCART also Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2013JD021099 shows a secondary peak in September-October. The multiyear mean (range) of modeled DOD is 0.20 (0.06-0.33) and 0.06 (0.03-0.09) over land and ocean, respectively. The relationship between modeled DOD and dust emission will be further discussed in the later sections.
Strong seasonality also appears in AOD and DOD magnitude and spatial distributions from the satellites, with a peak in June-July-August (JJA) and a minimum in December-January-February (DJF) (Figures S1 and S2 in the supporting information). The domain-averaged satellite AOD is higher in JJA (0.27-0.31) than in DJF (0.20-0.23), and the satellite DOD is higher in JJA (0.13-0.16) than in DJF (0.09-0.11). The latitudinal shifting of the dust belt by season in models agrees with the satellites, whereas models show larger ranges in JJA (0.16-0.36 for AOD; 0.06-0.19 for DOD) and in DJF (0.12-0.40 of AOD; 0.03-0.14 for DOD). Figures 1 and 2) . Note that for the GISS model, only clear-sky results are shown in Figure 5 (the all-sky AOD from GISS is higher than the clear-sky AOD by a factor of 2 at La Parguera but 5-25% at other stations). The three stations at the top in the left column are in the coastal region (i.e., west of 15°W) and the three in right column are located inland (i.e., around 0°E). The AERONET AOD time series show large seasonal variability, which is much more pronounced than the regional averaged seasonal variability from satellite data. The AOD at Banizoumbou (near the dust source in the Sahel) is usually higher than that at Cape Verde (on the dust outflow route off the Western African coast) except in 2004. The time series of AERONET AOD also show large interannual variability for both the maximum and minimum values, which can differ by more than a factor of 2. Interannual AOD variations at remote AERONET stations (i.e., La Parguera and Surinam) are less than 0.1, but over source regions (i.e., Agoufou, Banizoumbou, and Ouagadougou) can be larger than 1. Model performance varies by year at all stations. Models appear to capture the summer peaks in the AERONET data; however, they show large discrepancies in overall seasonality and interannual variations.
We further measured the models' performance using the correlation coefficient (R), the mean bias (B), which is defined as the ratio of model value to observed value at each station (both values indicate better agreement with observations as they approach 1), and root-mean-square Error (E). R, B, and E values differ by model and station ( Figure 5 ): R ranges from 0 (HadGEM2 at Ouagadougou) to 0.95 (GOCART at Dahkla), B ranges from 0.28 (HadGEM2 at Agoufou) to 1.73 (ECHAM5 at Surinam), and E ranges from 0.04 (HadGEM2 at La Parguera) to 0.43 (HadGEM2 at Agoufou). The decreasing longitudinal AOD gradient between the source and outflow locations, Banizoumbou and Cape Verde, only appears in GOCART and GISS_CS. The observed coarse-mode AOD accounts for about 90% of the AOD at the North African AERONET stations and about 70% at La Parguera, indicating that dust is a dominant aerosol type there, but the DOD fraction can be much lower in some of the models, as will be shown in section 4.
Vertical Distribution of Dust
The vertical profiles of modeled dust are compared with the profile of dust extinction from CALIOP over land and ocean for 2007-2009 (i.e., Figure 6 (left) ). Although the modeled dust extinction coefficient is not available in the AeroCom database, three-dimensional dust mass concentration is available only for 2006 except for ECHAM5, whereas the first full year of CALIOP data is 2007. Our analysis of GOCART simulations suggests that the shape of the dust mass concentration profile is similar to that of extinction. Therefore, here we compare the normalized vertical profiles of dust mass concentration from models for 2006 with the normalized dust extinction from CALIOP averaged for 2007-2009, both normalized to their respective Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2013JD021099 maximum values. Although the years are not the same between models and CALIOP, the general characteristics of regional statistics should be robust. These vertical profiles are averaged over land, the eastern Atlantic (EATL, 50°W-17°W), and the western Atlantic (WATL, 90°W-50°W).
Over land, the models show an exponential decay from surface to 6 km, which is much faster than the CALIOP data do. Over EATL, the models show that dust is lifted to higher altitudes, with a peak at 1000-2000 m, in contrast with the CALIOP data that have a maximum at 500 m and a faster decay with altitude compared to over land. The vertical shape in EATL is similar to that in WATL from CALIOP data, although it is slightly more extended in the vertical in EATL. However, the vertical distribution from the models can be quite different: a large spread of the peak layers' altitude is simulated over WATL due to the differences in vertical advection and dry and wet removal during transport. The large differences in vertical distribution between models and CALIOP are similar to those based on the AeroCom phase I model intercomparison study [Koffi et al., 2012] . Note that from east to west, the peak altitude shifts in different directions vertically among the models, i.e., altitudes from GISS and SPRINTARS are higher in WATL than in EATL, whereas those in GOCART and HadGEM2 are lower. The vertical distributions of CALIOP and the models are more extended during summer than winter in both the LAND and OCEAN domains (not shown but discussed with regard to the vertical distribution AOD centroid next).
The monthly dust centroid heights for CALIOP AOD and four models are calculated over each region (Figure 6  (right) ). In addition, AIRS provides an independent AOD centroid height over ocean [Peyridieu et al., 2010 [Peyridieu et al., , 2013 . The centroid height is the center elevation in a vertical profile of mass or optical extinction; thus, it provides useful information on the vertical distribution of dust. Over LAND, the CALIOP AOD centroid height shows clear and large seasonality, with summer high (2500-2800 m) and winter low (900-1200 m) centroid elevations. Over EATL, both CALIOP and AIRS also show strong centroid height seasonality, also with summer high (2200~2500 m) and winter low, although in winter the centroid height from CALIOP (900 m) is about 500 m lower than that from AIRS (~1400 m). Over WATL, the seasonality is much weaker, with the centroid heights in the range of 1000~1500 m for CALIOP, consistently lower than AIRS by 100-700 m. The strong seasonality of dust horizontal and vertical distributions over the Atlantic Ocean is also found in several previous studies using CALIOP [Huang et al., 2010; Adams et al., 2012] . It is worth noting that there is some difference in seasonality between CALIOP and AIRS, i.e., the summer peak for CALIOP (June) is 1 month earlier than for AIRS (July) in both EATL and WATL domains. Considerable differences in the CALIOP active sensor, visible NIR, and the AIRS passive, thermal IR measurements techniques, and their respective sensitivities to aerosol composition and size, along with sampling differences, can account for at least some of the apparent discrepancies.
The models show seasonal patterns similar to the observations over LAND and EATL except SPRINTARS over LAND, but they display a lower centroid height over LAND than CALIOP, especially during summer (~1 km lower). The agreement is much better over EATL, with model-observation differences within 500 m. Over WATL, the centroid heights among the models have much greater spread than for other regions; all of them are higher than the centroid height from CALIOP (by up to 1.5 km) and most of them higher than AIRS. Similar to CALIOP and AIRS, most models also have much weaker centroid height seasonal variation over WATL than over other regions, except the GISS model. The large differences in the centroid heights among models and between models and observations over the WATL reveal the model uncertainties in the height of long-range transport and the lifetime of dust plumes from Northern Africa to the western Atlantic.
Comparisons of Model's Emission and Physical/Optical Parameters
The comparisons shown in the previous section reveal substantial differences among the models in DOD and its spatial distribution, even over the source regions. Here we examine several fundamental parameters that may help diagnose the large diversities among the models. Figure 7 compares the dust emissions from the models. Note that ECHAM5 has the lowest mass emission range because it only considers smaller sizes in its modal approach (see Table 1 ). GOCART and SPRINTARS have the same maximum size of 10 μm (radius), but GOCART emissions are a factor of 2 larger than SPRINTARS. GISS and HadGEM2 have a maximum size larger than 10 μm, but their emissions are lower than GOCART (see Table 3 ). All models show dust emission "hot spots" such as Bodélé (18°E, 17°N) and Western Africa between (0-17°W, 15°N-30°N) . GOCART, GISS, and
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2013JD021099 SPRINTARS cover broader source areas than ECHAM5 and HadGEM2. The domain-averaged dust emission differs by a factor of five among models, from 422 Tg yr À1 in ECHAM5 to 2025 Tg yr À1 in GOCART. Overall, the AOD and DOD spatial patterns over land (Figures 1 and 2) from the models generally follow the same emissions pattern.
We further compare three physical and optical parameters in the models: f WET , the fraction of wet deposition to total deposition (or ratio of WET to DEP, where DEP = DRY + WET); loss frequency (LF), i.e., the ratio of DEP to LOAD or inverse of dust lifetime; and the dust mass extinction efficiency (MEE), i.e., the ratio of DOD to LOAD (Figure 8 ). Descriptions of these parameters and the mean values for each region are summarized in Table 3 .
During long-range transport, aerosol loading and LF are determined by advection and deposition. The range of the annual LF domain mean among the models is between 0.28 and 0.37 day À1 (Figure 8a ). Noticeable differences appear in the spatial distributions. For example, SPRINTARS and HadGEM2 show high LF (>0.9 day À1 ) over Northern Africa, indicating that dust aerosols are quickly removed before being transported out. It is worth noting that GISS and ECHAM5 show high LF in the western Atlantic but much lower over Northern Africa. Loss frequency is mainly controlled by the DEP efficiency, where DEP = DRY + WET. Since each model has different DRY and WET parameterizations, DRY and WET efficiency is model dependent, and the loss frequency distribution is also highly model dependent, determined by the way the model handles DRY and WET in the dust budget, and DRY loss is also quite dependent on particle vertical distribution and to some extent on particle size. Our analysis indicates that the higher WET in GISS is related to the highly efficient WET process (i.e., larger f WET in GISS than other models in Figure 8b ), whereas the internal mixing assumption in ECHAM5 (which is the modal model) explains the faster removal of smaller particles over the western Atlantic Ocean. The LF also indicates that ECHAM5 has very little dust loss over the source regions. GOCART shows relatively moderate values over both land and ocean, so dust is removed over land and ocean with about the same efficiency. The distributions of the fraction of WET over total deposition (DEP), f WET , are compared between models in Figure 8b . Over the Sahara desert and eastern Atlantic near the coast (east of 30°W), all the models give a consistent pattern with f WET of less than 0.3 due to the dominant role of gravitational settling and aerodynamic dry deposition (collectively as DRY). Over the Atlantic Ocean west of 30°W, f WET is substantially higher due to the dust removal via wet deposition, with the highest f WET in GISS and the lowest in SPRINTARS.
Overall, f WET differs by a factor of 2 among the models, ranging from 0.36 (SPRINTARS) to 0.63 (GISS).
Wet deposition is controlled primarily by precipitation, cloud cover, precipitation type, vertical profile of aerosol and cloud, and aerosol size distribution. Among them, different input meteorology data between models are another major source of the uncertainty in wet deposition, affecting the simulated distribution of dust. The annual mean precipitation differences (kg m À2 d À1 ) among the models are as large as 46% (2.80 in HadGEM2 and 4.10 in GOCART) ( Figure S3 ). The models also show different seasonal variation, i.e., the highest and lowest precipitations (kg m À2 d À1 ) appear in GISS (2.70) and ECHAM5 (1.55) during winter, whereas in GOCART (5.22) and SPRINTARS (3.25), they appear during summer. The dry deposition efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of DRY to LOAD, is model dependent, with the difference up to 30%.
Several assumptions in physical (e.g., density and size distribution) and optical properties (e.g., refractive indices) are used to calculate the mass extinction efficiency (MEE, m 2 g À1 ) that converts dust mass to dust (B) (C) (A) Figure 8 . Map of loss frequency, f WET , and MEE for dust averaged over 2000-2005 from models. (a) Loss frequency is the ratio of total removal rate to LOAD (day À1 ),
(b) f WET is the fraction of wet removal in total removal, and (c) MEE is dust mass extinction efficiency at 550 nm (m 2 g À1 ) (also see Table 3 ).
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2013JD021099 extinction and optical depth. Considering the low hygroscopic nature of dust, we diagnostically derived a columnaveraged dust MEE as the ratio of DOD to LOAD for different models. Note that the gradient in MEE of a model indicates the differences in the particle size distribution, e.g., MEE is higher for the fine-mode particles than the coarse-mode particles. In addition, different dust size ranges in different models also cause differences in MEE. The range of the domain mean dust MEE (m 2 g À1 ) among the models is from 0.56 (ECHAM5) to 1.05 (SPRINTARS) (Figure 8c ). The range of dust MEE is model dependent (GOCART 0.4-0.8, GISS 0.6-1.0, SPRINTARS 0.7-1.5, ECHAM5 0.4-0.7, and HadGEM2 0.3-1.0). Most models show that dust MEE is lower over source regions than over downwind regions, which is consistent with a notion that the dust particle sizes are larger near the sources, and smaller particles, having higher MEE, are more efficiently transported away from the sources. In contrast, the ECHAM5 model shows higher MEE over land than over ocean. The evolution of MEE in the course of long-range transport is not well established from an observational standpoint. A previous study adopted a massspecific extinction coefficient for Saharan dust from observational data that varies between 0.45 and 0.65 (m 2 g À1 ) during long-range transport [Ansmann et al., 2012] , but another field measurement study found only negligible changes in dust size distribution based on dust sampled between the west coast of North Africa and Puerto Rico during July 2000 [Maring et al., 2003] . Hence, the observations do not provide a strong constraint on the models in the present study. Qualitatively, the GOCART and GISS models show less variation of MEE across the ocean.
We calculate model diversity (Table 3) , which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of the model results to the multimodel mean [Textor et al., 2006] . Over the domain, diversity for the mass-related parameters (i.e., EMI, LOAD, DRY, and WET) is in the range of 59-69%, and for the optical parameters (i.e., AOD and DOD), it is in the range of 38-59%. For the other optical and physical parameters the diversity is in the range of 11-39%. Among the parameters in Table 3 , LOAD, DOD, AOD, and LF have higher diversities over land (75%, 66%, 50%, and 44%, respectively) than over ocean (57%, 45%, 34%, and 37%, respectively). Furthermore, the diversity of optical and physical parameters is somewhat higher over either land (15-44%) or ocean (23-50%) than that over the whole domain (11-39%).
Discussion
The intermodel comparisons of dust simulations over North Africa and the North Atlantic shown in the previous sections have revealed significant differences among the models, despite some common features. Because similar comparisons were conducted with the AeroCom I models [Textor et al., 2006; Kinne et al., 2006; Huneeus et al., 2011] , it is interesting to assess how the intermodel diversities have evolved since then, although the participating models and study domains/time periods are different between the previous studies and this work. Overall, the diversities of the mass budget terms of EMI, LOAD, DRY, and WET in AeroCom I models on "global scale" are 49-60%, 38-40%, 54%, and 97%, respectively, whereas in this "regional-scale" study they still remain largely diversified at 57%, 69%, 59%, and 61%, respectively. Model diversities of optical properties of DOD and MEE in the present study are 59% and 27%, respectively, compared to 38-44% and 38-45% in AeroCom I. In addition, a recent study has shown that the difference of dust wet deposition fraction (i.e., f WET ) between observations and the AeroCom phase I models at a few sites in Florida can be as large as a factor of 30 while models underestimate the observation. The f WET values over Florida from the AeroCom II models in this study are similar to those from the AeroCom I models [Huneeus et al., 2011] ; therefore, similar data-model discrepancies are likely. Although the spatial and temporal differences between this and previous studies may contribute to the differences between AeroCom I and AeroCom II results, the large intermodel diversities from the present study in the most important dust region indicate that, in general, little progress has been made since AeroCom I in dust modeling. The difficulty in making significant progress is partly due to the lack of observational constraints on some key physical and optical processes, such as emission, loss frequency, and mass extinction efficiency, to evaluate the model processes and parameters in order to make improvements. Among the available data sets, the derived DOD has much larger error and uncertainties than measured/retrieved AOD, and the surface dust deposition measurements are extremely sparse. It is highly desirable to have more ground-based stations to monitor dust concentrations and deposition with size distributions, as suggested by Huneeus et al. [2011] .
When evaluating model results with the remote sensing data from satellites and AERONET, it would be most appropriate to use the clear-sky calculations from the models since the satellite and AERONET data are only available under the clear-sky conditions. However, most model-data comparison studies have been using the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres
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AOD simulated under all-sky conditions because the models do not usually output the clear-sky results. The GISS model in the present work has shown substantial differences between all-sky and clear-sky AOD simulations such that the all-sky AOD can be as much as 50% higher than the clear-sky AOD in our study domain (mostly due to the growth of hygroscopic aerosols), suggesting that it is inappropriate to use the all-sky model results to compare with clear-sky observations from satellites. On the other hand, for DOD the difference is negligible because the dust is expected to be mostly hydrophobic.
Even though it is still challenging to use observations to constrain each physical process and optical property in dust modeling, we should take steps to improve the models with information from the available observations. Our study suggests that the dust source locations and emission amounts can be constrained by the satellite and ground-based observations of aerosol distribution patterns and magnitudes over the North African desert area, the removal rates across the North Atlantic Ocean can be improved based on the satellite-observed longitudinal gradient and the surface concentrations at the source and receptor locations, and the parameters determining the vertical profiles (such as convective transport and scavenging efficiency) can be optimized based on the lidar measurements. With more systematic, concerted observations available in the future and the increasing interest in understanding dust effects on the environment, more significant progresses on dust modeling will take place.
It is worth noting that the precipitation fields are different among models. Although the models agree well for extremely low precipitation over land and high precipitation over ocean, the precipitation rate can differ by a factor of about 2, in annual mean, among the models (i.e., 2.8-4.1 kg m À2 d À1 ) ( Figure S3 ). Such large differences in precipitation suggest that diversity in wet removal rates between models is inevitable, even with the same wet removal parameterization. The same applies to the emission processes, as the wind fields are model dependent.
Although DOD data derived from satellite remote sensing have provided unique insights into the general distribution and contribution of the transatlantic dust from North Africa, the DOD retrievals are subject to larger uncertainties than AOD. Also, coarse-mode AOD in AERONET and MODIS might be affected by both dust and sea salt at remote oceanic sites, such as La Parguera. Whereas next generation instruments would be required to substantially improve dust remote sensing from space, it would be helpful to fully explore the dust measurement capabilities of existing satellites through multisensor measurement synergy [Yu et al., 2013 ].
Summary
We have evaluated the five AeroCom II global model simulations of dust aerosols over North Africa and the North Atlantic Ocean by comparing the model-simulated spatial and temporal distributions of total and dust aerosols with a suite of satellite remote sensing data and with AERONET Sun photometer measurements. We evaluated the following quantities: (1) AOD and DOD over land, ocean, and the entire study area within the domain, (2) the longitudinal gradient of AOD and DOD from the dust source regions of North Africa to the western North Atlantic, (3) the seasonal variations of AOD and DOD, and (4) the vertical distributions of dust aerosols. We have also compared several key quantities, including dust emission, dry and wet deposition, loss frequency (inverse of lifetime), and mass extinction efficiencies among the models, to help diagnose the reasons for the diversities of model-simulated DOD.
Data from the MODIS, MISR, and SeaWiFS satellite instruments show general agreement in the magnitude, seasonality, and spatial distribution pattern of AOD. On multiyear and area-averaged basis, AOD over land is 0.33-0.36, which is approximately twice of that over ocean. DODs derived from MODIS corrected fine-mode fraction and from MISR nonspherical fraction over ocean consistently show values of 0.10-0.12, contributing about 55% of AOD over the ocean domain. On the other hand, large differences are found between models and satellite data as well as among the models themselves for both AOD and DOD, ranging from 400% lower to 200% higher than satellite data, with 30-60% intermodel diversity, and all model-simulated DODs are lower by 0.01-0.09 than the satellite-derived values over ocean. Across the Atlantic Ocean from east to west, satellite data indicate a 50% decrease of both AOD and DOD and a 0.1-0.2 decrease of f DOD . In comparison, most models have a stronger east-west DOD gradient, with a faster decrease of f DOD from the west coast of North Africa to the western North Atlantic by 0.3-0.6. These results suggest that dust removal in the models during the transatlantic transport may be too efficient.
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With regard to seasonal variations, all the satellite data show a summer maximum and winter minimum AOD and a second AOD peak in March over both land and ocean. Over ocean, they also show a DOD peak in the summer. However, none of the models reproduce the seasonal AOD variations over land, although some capture them over ocean for both AOD and DOD. Compared with the seasonal cycles and interannual variations of AOD over eight AERONET sites within the study domain, the model skills vary with location, the correlation coefficient ranges from 0 to 0.95, the bias ranges from 0.28 to 1.73, and the root-mean-square error ranges from 0.04 to 0.43.
The shapes of the dust vertical profiles from all models show much faster decrease with altitude over North Africa compared to CALIOP lidar. On the other hand, all modeled dust profiles are more vertically dispersed than the CALIOP data over the western North Atlantic. The resulting dust centroid height from the models is 0-1000 m lower than that from CALIOP over North Africa but 100-1400 m higher over the western North Atlantic, depending on season and model, with the largest discrepancies occurring in summer. The only region where models and CALIOP agree on the dust vertical extent to within 500 m is in the eastern North Atlantic. Comparisons with the dust centroid height from AIRS over ocean yield similar conclusions, although the centroid height from AIRS is a few hundred meters higher than that from CALIOP. The largest discrepancy between CALIOP and AIRS, between models and observations, and among the models is over the western North Atlantic, where the dust has traveled long distance from the source regions, highlighting the difficulties not only in model simulation of dust transport and associated processes but possibly also in satellite retrievals of dust vertical shape when the loading is lower.
We have compared four key parameters in five global models, including dust emission, loss frequency (LF), fraction of dust loss by wet deposition (f WET ), and dust mass extinction efficiency (MEE), to diagnose the intermodel differences of simulated dust loading and distributions. Although the dust emission is an "extensive property," depending on the number of dust bins and size ranges in each model, the latter three parameters can be considered as "intensive properties," associated with the model processes. Essentially, models differ by a factor of 5 in dust emission, with a diversity value of 57%. Although the intensive properties agree better among the models on domain average, with diversity values of 11%, 21%, and 27% for LF, f WET , and MEE, respectively, they show significant spatial pattern disparities that reflect large differences in the treatment of dry and wet removal processes and in assumed optical properties. These parameters, however, are difficult to evaluate because of limitations in available observations.
This study has clearly revealed the challenges in simulating atmospheric dust aerosols even in an area with relatively abundant observations and little interference from other aerosol types. To move forward with model improvements, carefully planned systematic observations aimed at observing dust atmospheric processes during each step of dust life cycle are highly desirable.
